
Patented, counterbalanced 
design sets Orange Whip apart.

The award-winning, patented design is what separates the Orange 
Whip from other swing trainers and copycats. The design consists 
of the counterbalance on one end, a heavy orange ball on the 
other end, and a whippy shaft.  Together, these three components 
train the perfect, on plane golf swing that you can feel as you 
swing it back and forth.  It allows the weekend golfer to develop 
and feel what it’s like to swing like Fred Couples or Ernie Els. 

WHIP UP
A BETTER GOLF GAME
Jim Hackenberg’s award-winning training aids 
have become a standard in the bags of Tour Pros, 
Top Teachers, and Golfers all over the world.

Trusted by the tour’s best.
The bright Orange Ball you see sticking out of 
golfers bags on driving ranges and golf courses 
across the world was developed by PGA Golf 
Professional, Jim Hackenberg, over 15 years ago.  
The Orange Whip Swing Trainer was designed to 
encourage better rhythm, balance, sequence, and 
power by improving a golfer’s tempo and swing 
plane. The initial model was designed as a training 
tool for amateur golfers, but the Tour Pros and 
Top Teachers quickly began to see and feel the 
benefits of swinging the Orange Whip.  The 
simple, patented design has made it the most 
popular training aid for golfers of all abilities, and 
it’s why you see it in the bags of the best golfer 
and coaches in the world.

“I’m a big fan... With it’s weighted ends and flexible shaft, it keeps the 
arms and body moving in the proper sequence.” 

Daniel Berger, Tour Player



Check out the full line of 
award-winning Orange Whip 
products at orangewhipgolf.com

The Orange Whip Wedge
and Putter Blade

Orange Whip Golf teamed 
up with award-winning Golf 
and Fitness instructor Brian 

Newman, and created an 
online fitness program that is 

easy and fun to follow.

Used by top teachers 
and coaches. 
Today, the best golf instructors in the world 
use the Orange Whip to enhance their 
coaching methods by quickly synchronizing a 
student’s golf swing and improving their 
tempo. This leads to a more successful 
session for both, and it’s why the Orange 
Whip has been called “the must-have training 
and teaching aid for anyone that plays golf.”

“I am certain that training with 
the Orange Whip Golf Products, 
golfers will improve their games 

and lower their scores.”
- Stan Utley, Top 100 Teacher

The same principles of the Orange Whip can be applied 
to the short game.  Short game expert and PGA Tour 
winner, Stan Utley, joined the Orange Whip team to 
help design the Orange Whip Stan Utley Wedge.  
Stan’s philosophy and belief is that all golfers should 
possess the skills to play each unique short game shot 
with confidence and success.  He’s certain that training 
with the Orange Whip Wedge and Putter Blade golfers 
will improve their short games and lower their scores. 

With a strong hold on the golf training aid category, Orange Whip Golf & Fitness has 
developed an online golf fitness program that is easy and fun follow.  Orange Whip 
teamed up with award-winning golf and fitness professional Brian Newman to help 
improve your game twice as fast with simple functional golf swing training.  Just click 
play and follow along with the seasons to help you move better, swing better, and play 
better golf.

Orange Whip has been helping golfers around the world for over 15 years and 
continues to develop new products and programs to the delight of many.

You Gotta Feel It! 

Use Promo Code: MET for a discount at OrangeWhipGolf.com


